
Shout Out UK – Youth Engagement Grant – Youth Engagement Questionnaire(s)
reporting

As part of the third roundtable with ministers, as well as to inform the government’s wider
youth engagement strategy, SOUK and partners disseminated a survey form, asking young
people from across England to share with us their views on the following five questions:

- Q.1: Why do you want to be involved in engaging with the government?

- Q.2: How would you like to be involved in planning and decision making?

- Q.3: What more can the government do to engage with young people?

- Q.4: How can the government make sure it is engaging with a diverse range of young
people?

- Q.5: How can the government increase awareness of youth engagement activities
with young people?

While SOUK disseminated the questionnaire as open-ended, James Cathcart asked the
participants in his networks to rank different answer options on a scale of 1-6, with
1=Strongly Disagree and 6=Strongly Agree, which were ascribed to each of the questions
above. An additional question was added:

- Q.6: What would a "feedback loop" look like between young people (views/proposals)
and the government (proposals/actions)?

In total, we were able to survey 192 young people aged 16-25 via our vast youth stakeholder
networks. The graphs below show the regional and age segmentation of the respondents.

Graph 1: Regional
Segmentation of
Responses
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Graph 2: Age
Segmentation of
Responses

Q.1: Why do you want to be involved in engaging with the government?

a) Quantitative results

Table 1: Data segmentation for Q.1 - Why do you want to be involved in engaging with the
government?

1 - Strongly
disagree 2 3 4 5

6 - Strongly
agree

To be heard and have their views
acted on – informing and
influencing government policy
decisions and resources 0.00% 0.67% 2.68% 8.05% 25.50% 63.09%
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To see better youth policies and
programmes that will improve all
young lives 0.67% 2.68% 4.03% 14.77% 29.53% 48.32%

To have opportunities to work
with government designing
solutions and programmes for the
future 0.67% 3.36% 10.07% 22.15% 29.53% 34.23%

b) Qualitative results

The answers we obtained from the qualitative open-ended questions yielded the following
overarching topics:

● Currently, youth voices remain under-represented in policymaking. Young people can
provide highly valuable perspectives and lived experiences to ministers, promoting
the latter to think more creatively about how to solve different policy issues.

● Gaining agency over their futures was another theme captured by the responses,
coupled with some disgruntlement towards the government for not having previously
involved youth voices effectively in policymaking.

● Personal gratification from being able to garner even the smallest amounts of impact
was a final overarching theme, providing an alternative perspective of youth involved
on small-scale projects/policies, as opposed to on national levels.

Q.2: How would you like to be involved in planning and decision making?

a) Quantitative results
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Table 2: Data segmentation for Q.2 – How do young people want to be involved with decision
making?

1 = Strongly
Disagree 3 3 4 5

6 = Strongly
Agree

Consultation – short
surveys, discussion groups,
peer-to-peer research 0.00% 3.33% 15.33% 24.67% 24.00% 32.67%

Through young
representatives giving
evidence/making
proposals to the
government 0.67% 2.00% 9.33% 25.33% 27.33% 35.33%

Direct digital voting on
local, national policy
proposals or referenda 0.00% 6.00% 6.67% 12.67% 28.00% 46.67%

b) Qualitative results

● Strengthening youth involvement by lowering the voting age to sixteen was the most
common answer, with justifications ranging from better ability to influence
Parliamentarians to being able to influence party manifestos. This theme can be
matched with the third answer option in the quantitative survey – ‘Direct digital voting
on local, national policy proposals or referend’, which was also the most popular
engagement method out of the three options.

● Large-scale youth policy consultations, taking place either: through schools, youth
clubs and via effective communication campaigns (i.e. young people hear about the
consultation opportunities through these means) was another popular answer. This
corresponds with the ‘Consultation – short surveys, discussion groups, peer-to-peer
research’ answer option from the quantitative survey, which was the least popular
answer out of the three answer options.

● Direct conversations and engagement opportunities with ministers (i.e. via written
and oral evidence submission to policy committee members) was the third emerging
theme, also corresponding with the second most popular answer from the
quantitative survey – ’Through young representatives giving evidence/making
proposals to the government’.

● Finally, it is important to note that there was a significant amount of ‘I don’t know’
answers, raising questions about the importance of educating young people on the
different ways they can get involved in politics more broadly.

Q.3: What more can the government do to engage with young people?

a) Quantitative results
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Table 3 – Data segmentation for Q.3 – What more can the government do to engage with
young people?

1 = Strongly
disagree 2 3 4 5

6 = Strongly
agree

Be more visible in
inviting young people to
engage, and feedback
results 0.00% 0.67% 1.34% 15.44% 24.16% 58.39%

Create a listening Youth
Minister to coordinate
Government Department
champions that engage
youth people 1.34% 3.36% 5.37% 19.46% 31.54% 38.93%

Allow young people to
question and scrutinise
the government (i.e.
Question Times for
Ministers) 0.67% 2.01% 4.70% 9.40% 20.81% 62.42%

b) Qualitative results

● The most common theme was the government guaranteeing an enhanced provision
of Citizenship Studies / political literacy at secondary schools as a first step for
strengthening engagement with young people. Citizenship Studies / political literacy
are seen as a way to inform young people of different forms of civic engagement, as
well as strengthen their understanding of how the government’s policy decisions
affect them.
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○ In addition to a space where direct educational initiatives can be delivered,
young people also perceive their schools (and teachers) as effective vessels
for sharing government-issued questionnaires and consultation opportunities,
as well as spaces where government ministers and Parliamentarians can
come and directly communicate with young people. Hence, it was
recommended that stronger relationships with schools is a desired
government action.

○ The theme of direct communication is also included in the most popular
answer from the quantitative survey; namely – ‘Allow young people to
question and scrutinise the government (i.e. Question Times for Ministers)’.

● The second theme clustered around local/regional engagement through local
councils. For some young people, local/regional impact was more important and
tangible than national reforms. Therefore, they would like to see local council
representatives making a more concerted effort to enquire about young people’s
views on certain local/regional issues and to ‘grant them a seat at the table’ during
policy discussions.

● Thirdly, better awareness about the government’s actions via digital engagement
activities and social media campaigns that explain specific policies was also
recommended. Ideally, such activities would be co-designed with young people or
other target demographics (i.e. they’d be involved in the social
media/communications strategy creation process). This action would help the
government appear more easily accessible and receptive to youth voices.

● Finally, it is important to note that there were a plethora of answers that indicated a
limited understanding of the differences between Parliament and government.

Q.4: How can the government make sure it is engaging with a diverse range of young
people?

a) Quantitative results
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Table 4 – Data segmentation for Q.4 How can the government engage with a diverse range of
young people?

1 = Strongly
disagree 2 3 4 5

6 =
Strongly

agree

Have a youth representative at
every school, college and youth
group in England 0.67% 4.00% 12.67% 23.33% 24.67% 34.67%

Use polling that only uses
samples reflecting local
communities/societies/young
diversity 1.34% 8.72% 16.11% 28.19% 21.48% 24.16%

Recruit or work with young
inclusion
ambassadors/champions to be
those who lead engagement 0.00% 4.03% 8.72% 22.15% 26.17% 38.93%

b) Qualitative results

● The first theme that emerged is that of building/strengthening the relationship
between the government and grassroots initiatives that work with under-represented
communities. These efforts could also be enhanced by increasing investment in
trust-building campaigns and projects that further close the gap between the
government and ‘hard-to-reach’ groups.

● Better understanding of different communities’ living conditions and adapting their
engagement methods accordingly was also recommended. Directly visiting schools,
including those in more socio-economically deprived areas, and involving these
young people in regular consultations is seen as an effective way to involve a diverse
range of young people.

● It was also recommended that it is also vital to consider those Not in Education,
Employment and Training (NEETs) and what their relationship with local
organisations / institutions / initiatives is. Essentially, these local actors are seen as a
good starting point for building trust with England’s diverse communities.
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Q.5: How can the government increase awareness of youth engagement activities with
young people?

a) Quantitative results

Table 5 – Data segmentation for Q.5 – How can the government increase awareness of youth
engagement activities with young people?

1 = Strongly
disagree 2 3 4 5

6 = Strongly
agree

Create a visibility plan with
young people with a news
hub, participation
opportunities, events and
outcomes 0.67% 0.67% 11.41% 22.82% 24.83% 39.60%

Use digital platforms to
broadcast webinars of
youth participation work,
policy engagement with
young people 0.67% 2.01% 6.71% 21.48% 22.15% 46.98%

Appoint a Youth Minister or
Champion to talk to the
public and media about
youth policy and youth
engagement. 2.00% 2.67% 8.00% 10.00% 35.33% 42.00%

b) Qualitative results

● Once again, schools and universities are perceived as the most effective starting
points for engagement, with several young people proposing the use of physical
promotional materials, such as posters, leaflets and on-the-ground, in-person
campaigns.
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● Teachers and lecturers appear to also be a trusted source of information that can
share with young people the government’s ongoing youth engagement activities and
other opportunities. This can be particularly effective for those that do not have
access to the internet. This goes back to one of the previous recommendations
around building stronger and more long-term relationships with schools and other
local institutions that engage young people.

● Young people also recommended that the government can begin showcasing
positive youth engagement and youth development stories on their and their
partners’ social media channels. Doing so would help other young people learn about
the government’s youth engagement opportunities and subsequently become more
involved.

Q.6: What would a "feedback loop" look like between young people (views/proposals) and
the government (proposals/actions)?

Table 6 – Data segmentation for Q.6 What would a “feedback loop” look like between young
people (views/proposals) and the government (proposals/actions)?

1 =
Strongly
disagree 2 3 4 5

6 =
Strongly

agree

For each consultation or roundtable
provide a publication
(website/digital) matching youth
feedback and the government's 0.00% 2.08% 16.67% 20.83% 29.17% 31.25%
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subsequent action - "You Said We
did"

Digital Portal with summary of
feedback by both sides on each
topic discussed 0.00% 2.08% 22.92% 33.33% 22.92% 18.75%

Annual report on impact/change
due to youthvoice views and
influence 0.00% 4.26% 10.64% 14.89% 36.17% 34.04%
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